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Your professor will use this document to record your grade for your programming assignment.  

The final deliverable is worth 25 marks.   

“None” means that the component was not attempted.  

“Part” means that the component was partially implemented. 

“Full” means that the component was completely implemented, and works correctly. 

 

 

 

Web site “first impressions”  Marks:      /  5 

 

Component Comments None Part Full 

Appearance quality and care The web site appearance quality is suitable for this kind of 

work, and shows that you care. 

   

Master pages Master pages are used to enforce visual consistency, and CSS is 

used. 

   

Site navigation system (e.g. a 

menu) 

A navigation system is used throughout the web site.    

Discretionary  

 

   

 

 

Authentication, authorization, accounts  Marks:      /  5 

 

Component Comments None Part Full 

Authentication works 

smoothly 

Login and logout works. The user knows their current state.     

Register for a new account A user can register to create a new account, which is added to 

the "Member" role. 

   

Authorization works Authorization rules work. Specific folders are protected from 

unauthorized access. 

   

Secure site navigation Web site uses Web.sitemap and security trimming, or a 

compatible feature. 

   

Web site account 

management 

One or more pages enable the administrator to view and 

manage accounts. 

   

Self-service account 

management 

One or more pages enable a user to manage their own 

account. 

   

Contact page There is a contact page, and enables any kind of user to 

successfully send you a message. 

   

Discretionary  

 

   

 

 

  



Important components  Marks:      /  10 

 

Component Comments None Part Full 

Static web pages Several web pages, with typically static content, provide 

information to any kind of user. 

   

Static web pages - specifics "Home" page is present and useful. "About" page is present 

and useful. All folders have an appropriate "default" page. 

   

Blog Your blog component is present, with the expected level of 

functionality. 

   

Blog - specifics Suitable "default" page for blog module; page of recent posts; 

page for posts in a category; view list of posts; view a post; 

create/edit a post; author's manage list of posts. 

   

Media A media-handling component is present, with the expected 

level of functionality. 

   

Media - specifics Suitable "default" page for media module; view list of media 

items; deliver a media item (view, listen, watch); gallery (as 

appropriate, for images for example). 

   

Discretionary  

 

   

 

 

Infrastructure and programming  Marks:      /  5 

 

Component Comments None Part Full 

Entity Framework Data Model Entity Framework Data Model meets minimum specifications. 

Efficiently used. 

   

Web site organization Follows best practices.    

Coding quality Well-organized, modular, readable, commented, efficient.    

Safety, data integrity, 

reliability 

Input data validation is used. Interfaces are protected.    

Error and exception handling Errors and exceptions are smoothly handled (i.e. no yellow 

error pages) 

   

Discretionary  

 

   

 

 

Printed report  Deduction:     (0, 3, or 5) 

 

Component Comments None Part Full 

Printed format Must be printed; can be staple-bound    

Suitable cover page Your identity etc.    

Signed Student Assignment 

Submission Form 

You MUST include this, and you MUST sign it.    

Project introduction Location (URL); how to create an account; feature/function 

navigation. 

   

Brief descriptions of the web 

site's important modules 

Brief non-technical descriptions of: Blog module; media 

module; static web pages. 

   

Technical highlight Select one part of your web site that is technically interesting 

and well done; describe its purpose and implementation; 

include code samples and images if it helps your answer. 

   

 


